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Rites and Wrongs: An
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on Power and Excision
Fuambai Ahmadu

The issue of female initiation and "circumcision" is of significant intellectual
and personal interest to me. Like previous anthropologists, I am fascinated by
the social, ideological, and religious/symbolic dimensions of these rituals,
particularly from indigenous perspectives. I also share with feminist scholars
and activists campaigning against the practice a concern for women's physical, psychological, and sexual well-being, as well as for the implications of
these traditional rituals for women's status and power in society. Coming
from an ethnic group in which female (and male) initiation and "circumcision" are institutionalized and a central feature of culture and society and having myself undergone this traditional process of becoming a "woman,'' I find
it increasingly challenging to reconcile my own experiences with prevailing
global discourses on female "circumcision."
Most studies on female genital cutting (FGC) in Africa have been conducted by "outsiders," individuals who are not from the societies they analyze
and who have no personal experience of any form of the operation. The limited number of African women who have written about FGC either come
from ethnic groups where female genital operations are not practiced (i.e.,
Efua Dorkenoo, Olayinka Koso-Thomas) or have never undergone the procedures themselves (Nahid Toubia). There is an unfortunate and perturbing silence among African women intellectuals who have experienced initiation
and "circumcision." This reticence is understandable, given the venomous
tone of the "debate" and unswerving demand that a definitive stance be
taken--evidently, if one is educated-against the practice. However, "insider" voices from initiated/"circumcised" African women scholars can go a
long way toward providing fresh approaches to our understanding of these
practices and their continued significance to most African women.
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In this chapter I attempt to reconcile "insider" representations with "outsider" perspectives. I seek to contextualize my own experience within the
broader framework of initiation in Sierra Leone's Kono society and then contrast dominant Kono paradigms with conflicting international debates that focus on female "circumcision" as a peculiar manifestation of women's global
subordination.
My main quarrel with most studies on female initiation and the significance of genital cutting relates to the continued insistence that the latter is
nec~ss~Iy. "harmful" or that there is an urgent need to stop female genital
mutilation m communities where it is done. Both of these assertions are based
on ~e alleged physical, psychological, and sexual effects of female genital
cuttmg. I offer, however, that the aversion of some writers to the practice of
female "circumcision" has more to do with deeply imbedded Western cultural
assumptions regarding women's bodies and their sexuality than with disputable. healt~ effects of genital operations on African women. For example,
one umversahzed assumption is that human bodies are "complete" and that
~ex is "given" at birth. 1 A second assumption is that the clitoris represents an
mtegral aspect of femininity and has a central erotic function in women's sexuality. And, finally, through theoretical extension, patriarchy is assumed to be
~~e c~lp~t-:-that is, women are ~e~n as blindly and wholeheartedly accepting
muttlatton because they are victims of male political, economic, and social
domination. According to this line of analysis, excision is necessary to patriarchy because of its presumed negative impact on women's sexuality. Removal of the clitoris is alleged to make women sexually passive, thus enabling them to remain chaste prior to marriage and faithful to their husbands
in polygynous households. This supposedly ensures a husband sole sexual access to a woman as well as certainty of his paternity over any children she
produces. As victims, then, women actively engage in "dangerous" practices
such as "female genital mutilation" (FGM) to increase their marriageability
(see, for example, Chapter 13 of this volume), which would ultimately enable
them to fulfill their honored, if socially inferior, destiny of motherhood.
When attempting to reconcile Kono practice with dominant anti-FGM
discourses, a number of problems arise, starting with the alleged physical
harm resulting from the practice. Part of the problem, as Bettina Shell-Duncan, Walt~r Obungu Obiero, and Leu nita Auko Muruli lucidly argue in Chapter 6 of thts volume, is the unjustified conflation of varied practices of female
genital cutting and the resulting overemphasis on infibulation, a relatively
rare practice that is associated with a specific region and interpretation of
Muslim purdah ideology. 2 Kono women practice excision, the removal of the
clitoris and labia minorae. 3 As several contributions to this volume suggest
(see Chapters I, 5, and 6), the purported long-term physical side effects of this
procedure may have been exaggerated. It can be argued, as well, that although

there are short-term risks, these can be virtually eliminated through improved
medical technology (see Chapter 6).
Furthermore, among the Kono there is no cultural obsession with feminine chastity, virginity, or women's sexual fidelity, perhaps because the role
of the biological father is considered marginal and peripheral to the central
"matricentric unit." 4 Finally, Kono culture promulgates a dual-sex ideology,
which is manifested in political and social organization, sexual division of Ia. .
5
bor, and, notably, the presence of powerful female and male secret societies.
The existence and power of Bundu, the women's secret sodality, suggest positive links between excision, women's religious ideology, their power in domestic relations, and their high profile in the "public" arena.
The Kono example makes evident underlying biases of such culturally
loaded notions as the "natural" vagina or "natural female body." The word
"natural" is uncritically tossed around in the FGM literature to describe an
uncircumcised woman, when actually it needs definition and clarification.
Kono concepts of "nature" and "culture" differ significantly from Weste~
ones, and it is these local understandings that compel female (and male) gemtal cutting. In essence, what this chapter amounts to is a critique of a profound
tendency in Western writing on female "circumcision" in Africa to deli~er
male-centered explanations and assumptions. Scholars must be wary of Imposing Western religious, philosophical, and intellectual assum~tions that
tend to place enormous emphasis on masculinity and its symbols m the creation of culture itself. In traditional African societies, as is the case with the
Kono womb symbolism and imagery of feminine reproductive contributions
form fue basis of meanings of the universe, human bodies, and society and its
institutions-social organization, the economy, and even political organization can be viewed as extensions of the "matricentric core," or base of society.
Female excision, I propose, is a negation of the masculine in feminine creative potential, and in the remainder of this chapter I will show how the Kono
case study demonstrates this hypothesis.
This chapter is a culmination of several years of informal inquiry as well
as formal research into the meaning of female "circumcision" and initiation,
particularly among my parental ethnic group, the Kono, in northeas~ern. Sierra
Leone. This study constitutes an analysis of five stages: (1) my subJective experience of initiation from December 1991 to January 1992, which l~st~d just
over one month; (2) indigenous interpretations from other partiCipants.
mainly ritual leaders and their assistants, recorded at the time; (3~ later
academic study, when I returned to Kono for an additional two months m December 1994 and December 1996; (4) a total of nine months conducting formal and informal interviews among Kono immigrants in and around the
Washington, D.C., area; and finally, (5) approximately three months spent between January and July of 1998 traveling back and forth between Conakry
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and Freetown talking to Kono refugees and women activists, mainly about
their more immediate survival concerns but also about "circumcision," initiation, and the future of women's secret societies. These discussions included
informal interviews as well as formal semistructured interviews with three ritual officials: two traditional circumcisers, or Soko priestesses, and one digba,
or ranking assistant to the Soko.
The cumulative data are drawn from interviews with a broad range of
Kono men and women: young, old, university-educated professionals in Freetown and in the United States, as well as illiterate villagers and traditional
rulers in Kono. If I have sacrificed quantification, it has been for the benefit
of collecting detailed qualitative data that would enable my search for meaning and significance, both of which I felt could be best obtained through carefully selected, knowledgeable informants. What this study attempts to explain
are the views, beliefs, and rationales of supporters of initiation and "circumcision." The extent to which these attitudes reflect those of all or the majority
of Kono women is left open for future research.
My specific aims in this chapter are, first, to elucidate the significance of
female initiation and "circumcision" in terms of indigenous Kono cosmology,
culture, and society and to demonstrate how and why it is that bodily operations-both male and female-are viewed as necessary and important
processes in the dynamics of sex and gender constructions and kinship relations. My second objective is to interrogate specific areas relating to international discourses on eradication of female "circumcision," using my own personal experience as well as Kono ethnographic data and the accounts of the
experiences of individual Kono women. Finally, my goal is to discuss avenues for compromise on the "debate" about female "circumcision" and to
suggest alternative strategies to current hard-line approaches.

Background to a Practice: Kono
Cosmos, Culture, and Society
The Kono are a Maude-speaking people who, according to oral historical accounts, migrated from the Guinea savannah region toward the end of the Mali
Empire to their current home in northeastern Sierra Leone. 6 Kono is also the
name of their geographic location and their common language. Most Kono
uphold indigenous religious beliefs, although a minority proclaim Islam, and
even fewer profess Christianity as their dominant faith. The subsistence economy is based on agriculture, with rice being the main crop. Diamond mining
has had a major, if not disastrous, impact on Kono economy, culture, and social life. Today intense civil war rages in the diamond-rich areas (see
Richards 1996 for an analysis of the full complexities of Sierra Leone's "bush
war"). This conflict has driven out virtually all peasant farmers from their vii-

lages as well as traditional chiefs, professionals, and businesspeople, many of
7
whom have also become victims of the protracted upheaval.
The most salient organizing principles among the Kono are complementarity and interdependence (Hardin 1993:154--156), which are manifested in
all aspects of social, political, economic, and religious life and-Df particular
interest to the discussion at hand-through female and male initiation and circumcision. The two institutions of paramount importance are Bundu, female
"secret societies,'' and Poro, the male counterpart. 8 Sande is sometimes referred to as the "counterpart" of Poro by such scholars as Warren D' Azevedo
( 1994), who view the former as an ideological tool of patriarchy. However.
D' Azevedo concedes that Sande predates Poro and that it was the women's
cult that yielded some of its powers to men and has nevertheless been able to
maintain its autonomy and distinct sources of "medicines," or power over
men and other uninitiated. Politically, the separate male and female leaders of
Bundu and Poro, called soko and pamansu, respectively, are all powerful.
These two individuals, female and male, are considered the mediators between this world and the transcendental world of ancestresses and ance.stors,
other spirits, and Yataa, the distant Sky-God or, literally, the "One You Already Met." Bundu promulgates feminine interests: peace (through marriage
alliances), sexual conduct, fertility, and reproduction. Unlike among some of
their neighbors, the Poro leader among the Kono is usually the village chief,
and he is responsible for masculine interests such as warfare, hunting, and arbitrating land disputes. 9 Transgression of these clearly demarcated domains
by either sex is an egregious, and sometimes capital, offense.
Social organization also reflects this female-male duality. Kono lineage
systems combine "public" and "domestic" into complementary and interdependent spheres of female and male influence and prestige. As Kris Hardin
observed, the bain den moe is the matrilineage par excellence and is represented by the mother's brother and his descendants (Hardin 1993:60). The
bain den moe embodies a "motherhood," or "one-womb," ideology. and relations are marked by closeness and familiarity (Amadiume 1987; 1997).
Throughout her marriage a woman can count on her bain den moe as a check
against her husband's fa den moe, where she resides and contributes her physical labor as well as her children, who will "belong" to her husband's lineage.10 The fa den moe. however, is the stereotypical patrilineage. regarded
with distance and formality and responsible for transmitting to individuals
their juro-political status.
Both Hardin (1993:123-140) and Parsons (1964) point to the way in
which female and male complementarity and interdependence also serve as
the underlying principle behind the sexual division of labor. Women are responsible for the care of young children. and their share of farm work includes weeding, assisting with the harvest, and processing the harvested rice
for the entire year. Men are responsible for obtaining land and rice seed, for
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felling trees and brush, and for sowing rice and plowing it into the ground. Although men "control" the land, they depend on the labor of women to make it
productive, and the latter can withhold their services if they have particular
grievances that need to be aired and resolved. Whereas in agriculture, men
control the end product of the harvest, in indigenous cloth production women
own and control the finished goods (Hardin 1993:135). As only men are permitted to weave, however, strict sexual interdependence is maintained in this
area of production as well. There are certain "sacred" sectors of production
that are exclusively male and exclusively female, such as blacksmithing
(male) and ceramic pottery (female). Today, however, dramatic changes in the
modem economy are resulting in women clearly becoming more and more
economically and socially disadvantaged. Women are becoming more dependent on men for their survival as diamond mining and cash cropping and the
increasing importance of cash as primary medium of exchange have led to a
decline in the demand for goods traditionally produced by women.

Ritual Initiation in Kono
Initiation of girls into Bundu and boys into Poro takes place during the dry
season, after the harvest, when food is plentiful and there is a significant
amount of free time. This time of year is also symbolically important because
it represents a new season of fruitfulness, fertility, abundance, and the possibilities of new life-just as initiation seeks to give birth to new, fertile, culturally transformed young women and men. Thus, symbols of agricultural production and human reproduction are synthesized and given powerful meaning
in initiation; but also initiation finds its meaning and justification in the performance of everyday farm work and sexual relations, both of which are defined in terms of female and male separate yet complementary contributions.
The women's Bundu society and the men's Poro are severally responsible for
the "creation" of female and male sociocultural beings from the raw material
of nature, young children. Although some authors have stressed the symbolic
negation of female reproductive powers by men, usually in reference to male
initiation (e.g., Bloch 1986; Herdt 1982), it is important to note that for the
Kono (and I suspect, for other initiating/genital cutting groups as well) what
is negated is the biological reproduction by both male and female human beings, and what triumphs in initiation is the cultural creation of sexual and gender identity through the ritual process and the important intermediary role of
the priest or priestess (as in the case of the soko). The imagery of female reproduction is central to the ritual creation process. After undergoing a symbolic death, young initiates enter a metaphorical womb, the sacred grove,
where they are circumcised-thus given an unambiguous sex-and then remain in a liminal state while they receive ritual instruction. They are ritually

"reborn," figuratively removed from the "vagina" of the sacred grove, as new
persons with full social membership in the adult world.
In Bundu initiation, the Soko effects adult female identity through the _a~t
of excision and, in so doing, realizes a novice's procreative value. A you~g Initiate's bain den moe are significant also in transferring fertility, that IS, the
healthy delivery of newborn babies. It is only through the blessing o~ the maternal uncle's ancestors that a newly "created" female with reproductiVe powers can actually, successfully procreate. Without such a blessin~, a w~man may
certainly conceive, but her children may be stillborn o~ ~hromc~lly til_or may
not live for very long. Certainly the husband's patnlt~eage _ts de~lf~us of
healthy new members, but it depends on Bundu ~d any_m~o~mng bnde s maternal line for its proliferation. Hence, the centrality of mdtv~~ual women a~d
female ideology in controlling and manipulating the most cnt1~al resources m
society: women's fertility and sexuality. What foil?':~ ~low ts a sketch_y description of my personal experience with Kono tntttatwn. ~uch detatl has
been omitted as a result of space constraints as well as my destre to respect the
secrecy and sensitivity of women's esoteric ritual and su~rnatural kno~ledge.
During the 1991 Christmas holidays, I traveled to S1erra L~one w1th m,y
mother, one of my aunts, my uncle, my sister, a~d my cousm, my aunt s
daughter. It was my final year at university in Wash_mgton, D.C., where I was
born and have spent most of my life. My formattve years, however, were
spent in Freetown, the capital of Sierra Leone. lt"was during_ the~~ ear~~ years
in Mrica that I first heard adult whispers about Bundu society, the Bundu
Devil " and the fearfulness of initiation that, I was admonished. every gtrl
must ~ndergo in order to become a woman. "They're al~ ~itches! They rub
you with white stuff, they mark your body a~d. ~b med1cme, and then they
cut you!" One of my female relatives, an ummtlated aunt _only_ a few y~ars
older than I, used to taunt me with such remarks after we ~mved m the Umted
States. She would claim that she had spied on her older stster when the latter
was "joining"u the secret society. While in school i~ the Un~t~d S~ates, I used
to have a recurring memory of a time when my famtly was hvmg m Freet~wn
and the masked "Poro Devil'' of the men's secret society was approachmg.
and all the women scurried to fmd their children to bring them inside their
houses. All the doors and windows were then locked shut, and the lanterns
were blown out, until the terrifying procession passed out of sight. On o~e ~
casion my brother could not be found, and I recall crying fit~ully, thmkm~
that he had been "discovered" and "swallowed" up by the dev1l. Although.''
turned out that the rascal was only hiding underneath the dining room table m
our house the entire time everyone was looking for him, this did not lessen
my burning curiosity to know what these "devils," "medicines.'' and ''secret
societies'' were all about. So, when my grandmother, mother, and aunt all approached me, some fifteen years later, saying that it was "time;· no one could
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have been more excited as well as afraid. My younger cousin and sister also
loo_ked fon:ard to the promised feasting, gifts, and celebrations, as well as
their first tnp to their ancestral homeland.
Our first week in Freetown was spent visiting relatives who welcomed
us, congratulated us for coming, and gave us gifts and their blessings. We
then traveled u~ountry to Kono, where both of my parents grew up. Our first
stop was m Ko1du, the capital of Kono, where my mother 's sisters resided.
Hundreds of close_ and distant relations came out to greet us, sing and dance,
and honor our amval and the upcoming "occasion." After several days, we
traveled to Ghandhoun, my mother's patrilineal village to pay tribute to my
grandf~ther's tomb. He had passed away four years bef~re. In the presence of
the entire town, including fourteen of my grandfather's twenty-plus wives
my grandfather's spirit was assured that we had been brought back "home';
from Puu_ (the white man's country) to carry on the traditions of our people
and that h~s formal blessing was being sought. I was later told by a cousin that
12
the selectiOn of the soko and the ritual "crier" (whose voice drowns out
those of the initiates during "circumcision") also took place at this time.
. After the greater part of "initiation business" (location, leaders, musiCians, food p~eparation, and so on) was sorted out by the women, my sister
and I were dnven through thick forests and rough hills to my father's birthplace, Bomanja~ . We were greeted by my father's relatives, and my mother
was than~ed agam ~nd again for bringing us. Later in the afternoon, everyone
~athered m a cleanng at the village center. Prayers and libations of cooked
~ce and fowl were offered to my father 's lineage ancestors. Also, representatives were selected to attend and participate in the ceremonies in Koidu.
. We returned to Koidu the following morning after traveling the entire
~Ight. !,he ~own was busy with arrangements and preparations for the
dance. I tned_ mtently to observe everyone, every action and event taking
plac~, although It was categorically understood that I was not to ask questions
~t th1s stage. I was concerned about my little sister, but she was enjoying bemg the center o; ev~ryone's attention. I "knew" what was going to happen to
us: but I couldn t bnng myself to tell her-perhaps like my mother could not
bnn~ herself t~ tell me, in her own words, "from her own mouth"-for fear of
makmg her afraid as well. In any case, I was truly fascinated and overwhelmed_ by such a radically new experience. I reasoned that whatever it was
I was _gomg to ~ndure, it would be worth the experience, the excitement of
watchmg and bemg involved in the drama around me.
There _was a sense that "if' was approaching. At some point we, the initiates, were Isolated from everyone else. This seemed to mark the "beginning."
I ':"as more on constant _alert t~an I was frightened . I did not want to miss anythmg. My femal~ cousms/ass1stants were all very supportive, and I let their
eyes and expresswns gmde my own feelings. I asked them about the pain and
whether I would ever enjoy sex again, and they laughed. One very pretty

twenty-one year old said to me, smiling: "When a man really loves you, he
will take his time to do it, and it will be very sweet."
It must have been decided that two of my mother's sisters' homes would
serve as the main ceremonial sites. The ftrst ritual meal was prepared at the
home of my mother's younger sister, Mama Yei. It was bitter and tasteless,
but I was told it contained important "medicines" for our protection and was
admonished to eat every grain. The initiates included myself, my sister, and a
very young cousin, Sia (our American cousin who traveled with us was being
initiated in her own father's village). The older women instructed us not to
put anything else in our mouths; we should not accept food from anyone
thereafter except from the two female elders who had been pointed out to us.
During the afternoon of this "ftrst" day of initiation, we were taken to a
river behind Mama Yei's house and bathed with special leaves and other oddities. I was given a lappa (wrap-around skirt), which I used to cover my body.
When we were taken back to the house, our bodies and faces were painted
thoroughly with white clay. We were then rushed outside into the front yard.
A thin "rope" with a small amulet was attached around our waists, similar to
ones worn by young children throughout West Africa for protection as well as
decoration. Several women came to us and also tied various vines and leaves
around our waists. I could hear the voices of some of my young male cousins
singing songs about the imminent construction and preparation of the Bundu
bush.
We were taken to the rear of the compound while it was still light. There
was an endless stream of people dancing, singing, and waiting for us, the initiates, to emerge. When we did appear, dozens of women cried out. ran toward us, and surrounded us. Little Sia was being teased and taunted by the
young boys in the crowd. She held on tightly to her grandmother 's hand and
turned her chin up in a subtle display of indifference. We were then led to my
mother's oldest sister's compound. Although I was feeling queasy and dizzy. I
could make out some familiar faces from the hundreds who had gathered to
witness and partake in the ceremonies. I saw my mother, whose distance was
becoming unbearable. I saw relations I used to know in the United States who
had just somehow "disappeared" through the years. Elaborate indigenous
country cloths were laid out across the bare ground and then on top of us. Perfumed talcum powder was tossed over us as the hairbraiding rite commenced.
Ritual combs and braiders had been carefully selected. Drums were beaten as
money was tossed from the crowd to the braiders. Mock battles took place between what I later understood were members representing my father's lineage, fa den moe, and those standing in for my mother's line. or bain den
moe. In one such "battle" my sister, little Sia, and I were yanked up off the
ground again and again and metaphorically "kidnapped'" by a woman. also
painted in white clay, whom I later made out was our "guardian spirit."' My fa
den moe would then attempt to take us back, but we were not released until
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their representatives had offered a substantial amount of money to the
"guardian spirit."
Finally, I was grabbed by a different woman-extremely beautiful. elegant, almost regal. She walked my exhausted body away from the crowd,
which followed behind. She explained that she was a dear friend of my
moth.e r's, that she was there to help me and to take care of me, and that she
had hved and traveled extensively in Europe and the United States, so she understood what a culture shock this experience must be for me. She reassured
me that my mother was okay, but that she could not be around until later. and
that I s~~ul~ n.ot worry because we were all in very good, skilled, and capable
hands. Th1~ Is o~r culture," she repeated to me over and over again. The
dreadful white-pamted "guardian spirit" showed up again, trying to take me
away m order to get more money from my father's relations but my new
"mentor" berated her and sent her away.
'
. Later that evening-and I felt as if every moment was being closely
t1med-I was told by another close friend of my mother's, a registered nurse
wh~t ~~ "c.ircumcision" rite entailed. She said she would give us an anes~
thet1c lllJectwn to thwart any immediate pain and that she would also administer oral painkillers and antibiotics to prevent further pain and infection after
the operation. She also pointed out that those of my relations among the audience who were medical doctors were on full alert and that there were clinics
close by in case of any emergencies. I was suddenly struck by the full extent
of what I had allowed myself to get into. Also, I realized that her revelations
were against the "code of silence"-yet she felt obligated to inform me of
what was happening, perhaps because I was a full-fledged adult or because I
had been brought up in Puu.
We were given more "medicines," bitter-tasting, moist leaves. The celewe w~re secluded inside the house. I was feeling in=reas~n~ly .?1gh and_paranoid and suspected the not-so-innocuous-looking
med1cmes . . None ot us were permitted to sleep, but we were interrupted
~very few mmutes or so to participate in this or that prayer, blessing, or libatiO?. At about two or three o'clock the following morning, we were made to
stnp by the elderly women "guarding" us. Our nether regions were shaved
a?~ we were given different lappas to wear. My mother appeared , her face
VISibly worn and drawn, and then she disappeared. An hour or so later the
noise died down.
'

brati~ns w~~t. on" while

We were rushed out, surrounded by dozens of unfamiliar older women
to another house a few yards away. We were made to sit up on the dusty ce~
ment floor, ~ore and more women filtering in after us, one by one taking up
every corner m the small room until there was no more space. Suddenly there
was. a knock on the door. f looked over at my sister and little Sia, both lying
motiOnless on the. gro~nd, propped up by older women sitting among them.
My mother came m with some other women, and I could see in her worried

eyes that the time had come. But she did not look at me directly. and then she
was gone again.
The nurse, my mother's friend, called me to her. I began to sweat as she
reached into her white bag. She took out a syringe and needle and searched
for the medication. The other women stared with curiosity at the nurse and
her impressive paraphernalia. My sister woke up and saw the needle .. and h~r
mouth fell open. She cried out as she saw me open my legs. I was Immediately hurled up and carried out by several massive, corpulent women before I
could even turn to my sister. The women kicked the door open. It was dawn.
The Bundu bush is a large clearing at the site of a sacred grove sheltered
from view with "walls" made from bamboo shoots and leaves. At the center
is a vast c~tton tree with leaves that serve as a rooftop. I was hoisted up by
four or five of these stocky women. I looked down: a large leaf had been laid
on the ground directly underneath my buttocks. I looked up again . Terror finally overcame me as the women's faces, now dozens, now hundreds. moved
in closer all around my near naked body suspended in mid-air. They grabbed
my legs and arms apart. The women's screams, the sounds of drums, and then
a sharp blade cut deep into my flesh on one side and then on the other. As I
cried out in unimaginable agony, I felt warm blood ooze down between my
thighs. Perhaps for the first time since I was an infant •. I vomited. .
I saw more even heftier, women bring out my Sister, and I tned to yell .
My pleas were i'naudible; I knew I had no more strength. After seconds, Sia 's
body was brought out, but everything appeared as a d1 stant blur- I must have
fainted. The women must have sat me down at the foot of the cotton tree because when I did come around, that is where I was, with my head resting
against my mother's chest, studying the thick, blood~ed piece ~f cloth beneath
me which was tied to the thin "rope" around my wmst. I felt hke I was carrying a brick load between my legs. I looked for my sister-she w.as pl~yin~.
actually running around with little Sia and some other convalescmg g1rls m
the Bundu bush. I guessed her anesthetic had been given time to take effect.
I looked up at my mother as she held me, and I begged her to take me
"home,'' back to the United States-back to "civilized'' society, J lamented at
the time. where one only reads about this kind of thing in National Geographic or other exotic magazines! She kept apologizing and saying that. she
felt guilty. She told me that we would not stay in the "bush,.. that my s1ster
and cousin and I would recover instead at my mentor's house. My mother
coaxed me into participating in one more "kidnapping" rite and another special rite at the trunk of a large cotton tree, as well as a march through the town
surrounded by the women, my very tormentors. We, the initiates, were once
again isolated, but it was decided that the final coming-out "dance" would be
suspended.
We remained in seclusion for several days or weeks-I had lost track of
time. An older woman would come to us daily, bathing our wounds. She was
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always flanked by several other female elders. I found out later that she was
our soko, the well-respected and revered excisor. Her entire reputation, her
renowned surgical skills, her supernatural abilities, even her alleged sacred
knowledge were all being tested during our excision rite. Not only were we,
the initiates, the direct descendants of the ruling family in Ghandouhn, but we
had come all the way from Puu. In these rapidly changing times of so-called
development and modernization, the sokos are well aware of the threat to
their power and authority and, worse, the challenge to their way of life and
valued traditions. It was during this time, when the pain had subsided and I
was assured by Bundu officials as well as by cousins my own age that my operation would in no way inhibit my sexuality, that I became relaxed enough to
start inquiring into the historical relevance of initiation and why it remains
important to contemporary women.
It is this older generation of women, particularly those within the Bundu
traditional hierarchy, who are arguably the immediate and direct beneficiaries
of female excision rites. However, from these women and the rituals they promulgate, I have learned to question my steadfast beliefs and values as a
"Westernized" woman. Women of my mother's generation and now my own
must weigh the benefits of such traditions against increased international concern about its physical, psychological, and sexual consequences for women.
Ultimately, it is up to each generation of women to decide whether to continue or to reject this tradition without fear and coercion from outside as well
as inside.

The Significance of Genital Cutting
What is the significance of such a ritual that, as described above, can be very
painful and entail medical and other risks for initiates? Above I briefly examined the dual-sex structure of Kono society as a backdrop to an analysis of the
relevance of female (and male) circumcision. In this section, I put aside for
the moment health, sexual, and psychological issues raised by outside observers and activists against FGC, in order to consider in greater detail possible explanations and rationales for the tradition in terms of Kono worldview,
dominant gender ideologies, the systemic and political influence of female
ritual leaders, and, finally, individual motivations. First, I consider indigenous
constructions of cosmology to the extent that these can be guessed at from
documented mythologies of neighboring peoples with similar traditions and
institutions. Second, I analyze local ideas regarding nature and culture and
how these impinge upon human bodies and cultural constructions of sex and
gender. I also consider dominant ideas regarding reproduction and sexuality
and the rationale these suggest for genital cutting. Third. I discuss the ideological ramifications of female "circumcision" and its link to "matriarchal"
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always flanked by several other female elders. I found out later that she was
our soko, the well-respected and revered excisor. Her entire reputation, her
renowned surgical skills, her supernatural abilities, even her alleged sacred
knowledge were all being tested during our excision rite. Not only were we,
the initiates, the direct descendants of the ruling family in Ghandouhn, but we
had come all the way from Puu. In these rapidly changing times of so-called
development and modernization, the sokos are well aware of the threat to
their power and authority and, worse, the challenge to their way of life and
valued traditions. It was during this time, when the pain had subsided and I
was assured by Bundu officials as well as by cousins my own age that my operation would in no way inhibit my sexuality, that I became relaxed enough to
start inquiring into the historical relevance of initiation and why it remains
important to contemporary women.
It is this older generation of women, particularly those within the Bundu
traditional hierarchy, who are arguably the immediate and direct beneficiaries
of female excision rites. However, from these women and the rituals they promulgate, I have learned to question my steadfast beliefs and values as a
"Westernized" woman. Women of my mother's generation and now my own
must weigh the benefits of such traditions against increased international concern about its physical, psychological, and sexual consequences for women.
Ultimately, it is up to each generation of women to decide whether to continue or to reject this tradition without fear and coercion from outside as well
as inside.

The Significance of Genital Cutting
What is the significance of such a ritual that, as described above, can be very
painful and entail medical and other risks for initiates? Above I briefly examined the dual-sex structure of Kono society as a backdrop to an analysis of the
relevance of female (and male) circumcision. In this section, I put aside for
the moment health, sexual, and psychological issues raised by outside observers and activists against FGC, in order to consider in greater detail possible explanations and rationales for the tradition in terms of Kono worldview,
dominant gender ideologies, the systemic and political influence of female
ritual leaders, and, finally, individual motivations. First, I consider indigenous
constructions of cosmology to the extent that these can be guessed at from
documented mythologies of neighboring peoples with similar traditions and
institutions. Second, I analyze local ideas regarding nature and culture and
how these impinge upon human bodies and cultural constructions of sex and
gender. I also consider dominant ideas regarding reproduction and sexuality
and the rationale these suggest for genital cutting. Third. I discuss the ideological ramifications of female "circumcision" and its link to "matriarchal"
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mythology that depicts primordial females (inadvertently) excising themselves
(usually through youthful masturbation) suggest some striking similarities to
the Dogon story and a possible cosmological basis for explicit indigenous perceptions of the clitoris as an inherently masculine organ. Marilyn Strathem
( 1987) also postulated an "androgyny" theory to explain genital modifications
among the Hagen of Papua, New Guinea. According to Strathem, indigenous
views of the cosmos explain how persons are born "complete," that is, each individual contains both masculine and feminine elements at birth. Initiation is
meant to engineer the deconstruction of persons into "incomplete" halvesmale or female-who would then be capable of reproduction. 14
However, the suggestion that the Kono may hold certain deep-rooted beliefs regarding the religious origin and necessity of female (and male) circumcision does not explain why the practice prevails today, particularly since local rationalizations are rarely alluded to on this level. Moreover, the fact that
the layperson cannot recall such mythologies or stories about the cosmos or
creation is further reason to consider other local justifications and motivations
for initiation and "circumcision." Also, such worldview explanations that justify genital operations could rightly be interpreted as local ideological rationalizations that ensure the social status quo and the dominance of one group
over another (e.g., Herdt 1982; Bloch 1986; see also Chapter 7 of this volume). In the case of the Kono and female "circumcision," as I will later
demonstrate, ideological dimensions of female rituals ensure the power and
preeminence of older women over younger women as well as over men in society. Nevertheless, myths are important because they point to origin and
meaning (Bach ofen 1967 :70), however much history imposes its own distortions and reinterpretations (Bloch 1986:1 0-11). Also, the question of origin is
becoming increasingly important, particularly to African women who uphold
the tradition and are continually finding themselves in a position to justify the
practice to outsiders and, perhaps more so, to themselves.

Nature, Culture, and "Sex" Categories
Principles of sexual complementarity and interdependence that underlie fragmented constructions of Kono cosmology and mythology are also evident in
more accessible cultural notions of sex and gender and the practice of sexual
operations. Unlike Western cultures, which divide human bodies into two sex
categories, "male" and "female," believed to exist outside culture and therefore "natural" and immutable, the Kono have a different ontological understanding of bodies: only infants and very young children are conceived of as
"natural," ontologically prior to "culture," or "proto-social," as MacCormack
remarked for the Sherbro concept of children in southern Sierra Leone (MacCormack 1980:95). Like other areas that fall into the category of "nature,"
such as the "bush" or forest before being cleared or "tamed" and "made" into
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( 1987) also postulated an "androgyny" theory to explain genital modifications
among the Hagen of Papua, New Guinea. According to Strathem, indigenous
views of the cosmos explain how persons are born "complete," that is, each individual contains both masculine and feminine elements at birth. Initiation is
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However, the suggestion that the Kono may hold certain deep-rooted beliefs regarding the religious origin and necessity of female (and male) circumcision does not explain why the practice prevails today, particularly since local rationalizations are rarely alluded to on this level. Moreover, the fact that
the layperson cannot recall such mythologies or stories about the cosmos or
creation is further reason to consider other local justifications and motivations
for initiation and "circumcision." Also, such worldview explanations that justify genital operations could rightly be interpreted as local ideological rationalizations that ensure the social status quo and the dominance of one group
over another (e.g., Herdt 1982; Bloch 1986; see also Chapter 7 of this volume). In the case of the Kono and female "circumcision," as I will later
demonstrate, ideological dimensions of female rituals ensure the power and
preeminence of older women over younger women as well as over men in society. Nevertheless, myths are important because they point to origin and
meaning (Bach ofen 1967 :70), however much history imposes its own distortions and reinterpretations (Bloch 1986:1 0-11). Also, the question of origin is
becoming increasingly important, particularly to African women who uphold
the tradition and are continually finding themselves in a position to justify the
practice to outsiders and, perhaps more so, to themselves.

Nature, Culture, and "Sex" Categories
Principles of sexual complementarity and interdependence that underlie fragmented constructions of Kono cosmology and mythology are also evident in
more accessible cultural notions of sex and gender and the practice of sexual
operations. Unlike Western cultures, which divide human bodies into two sex
categories, "male" and "female," believed to exist outside culture and therefore "natural" and immutable, the Kono have a different ontological understanding of bodies: only infants and very young children are conceived of as
"natural," ontologically prior to "culture," or "proto-social," as MacCormack
remarked for the Sherbro concept of children in southern Sierra Leone (MacCormack 1980:95). Like other areas that fall into the category of "nature,"
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ering that she can sexually stimulate herself or be manually stimulated by others (including other females), does not desire or seek vaginal penetration by a
man's penis. The clitoris is seen as parallel to the penis of a prepubescent
boy-both have erotic but no reproductive value. However, according to a ritual informant, a young boy develops into an adult man, and his penis enlarges
and acquires procreative value, whereas in most cases the clitoris remains relatively diminutive in size, incapable of penetration, and thus can neither sexually satisfy nor impregnate another woman. In short, the clitoris is analogous
to a dysfunctional penis where women's reproduction and (hetero)sexuality is
concerned. Thus, excision can be interpreted metaphorically and physiologically as an eschewal of undeveloped, inhibiting masculinity.

l

Female Ideology, Authority, and Power
However, inasmuch as a culture's sex and gender models and beliefs about reproduction and sexuality can make sense of cultural practices such as genital
modifications, they are still inadequate in accounting for the widespread continuity of these practices. Thus far, I have presented Kono ideologies as if
these existed in a cultural vacuum, isolated from contact with outside groups
and external influences that may promulgate conflicting practices and beliefs.
As noted earlier, dramatic changes have occurred, particularly within economic sectors, that have uprooted traditional life and precipitated permanent
shifts in Kono society. Young Kono women, drawn to urban mining centers,
are heavily influenced by new, "global" culture defined by American hip-hop,
Coca-Cola, "gangsta" videos, and classic action-packed films such as Rambo
(again I recommend Richards 1996 for an account of postmodern youth culture and the bush war being waged in Sierra Leone). Many young women are
actively engaged in war, primarily as rebel recruits, exposed to and themselves committing some of the worst human atrocities in recent international
history. Other Kono women have traveled, been schooled and spent most of
their lives abroad. Some are national political leaders having to come to terms
with heated issues such as the small yet vocal war being launched internationally to end female "circumcision." In this section I discuss the remarkable degree of continuity still found in practices of initiation and "circumcision," despite these broader changes brought on by modern developments.
Among the Kono, as Hardin has observed, power (gbaseia) involves
above all the ability to "harness knowledge, medicines, witchcraft, and other
supernatural means in socially appropriate ways" (Hardin 1993: 192), and
Bundu and Poro are the ultimate embodiments of female and male power, respectively. There can be no adequate understanding of the compelling force
of initiation and "circumcision" without an appreciation of women's power
and influence in Kono society even today. The social and cultural imperative
to initiate and "circumcise" one's daughter is expressed top down through hier-
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lineages. In the first instance, vis-a-vis female elders-that is, within their
own sex group--initiates and younger women are inferior. However, crosss~x status comparisons would violate local dual-sex models, which emphaSize complementarity and interdependence through sexual difference and autonomy. In the second instance, vis-a-vis their husbands and their male (and
female) lineage representatives, young novices are taught to feign subservience-in verbal communication, body language and gestures, and the
performance ?f domestic duties-in order to live harmoniously among their
affines. But ntual leaders do not only teach subservience. They themselves
are examples of ultimate female authority: wise, unyielding, and unsentimental. It is the soko's responsibility to see to it that novices are inculcated with
the ideals of femininity as laid down by previous ancestresses: stoicism,
which must be displayed during excision; tenacity and endurance, which are
~chieved through the many other ordeals a novice must undergo; and, most
Imp~r:ant, "df)_'-eye," that is, daring, bravery, fearlessness, and audacityqualities that will enable young women to stand their ground as adults in their
households and within the greater community. Thus, the soko has a paradoxical responsibility of "creating" dual-natured "woman": a community-oriented
and subservient person to be exchanged in marriage, as well as a defiant individual who capitalizes on the bolder qualities ingrained in her feminine identity in defending her own goals, priorities, and stakes within society.

Mothers: Upholders of Tradition
Female elders flank the upper echelons of Bundu. The next and most important category of women as far as the continuation of initiation and excision is
concerned are the middle-aged grandmothers, whose critical job it is to put
pressure on their daughters, who may be wary young mothers. These eminent
elders have significant moral and emotional control over their married daughters. New mothers often spend a great deal of time in their natal villages under
the supervision of their own mothers, particularly after the birth of and
throughout the weaning period of their children. This group of older women
are well aware of their importance when it comes to initiation and are often
the ones spearheading the organization and orchestration of their granddaughter's cerem~nies. It is incumbent on mothers to initiate their daughters properly, a~cordmg to ancestral customs, in order for the latter to become legally
recogmzed as persons with rights and responsibilities in society. Thus, there is
enormous cultural demand for mothers to conform to the tradition of initiation, no matter how far their travel, the length of their absence from their local
communities, and for those who are abroad in Europe or the United States,
the intensity of their "Westernization."
For Kono women living in the diaspora, there is not much difference because many remain very close to their mothers. Although older women and
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female ritual officials put tremendous social pressure on mothers to "circumcise" their daughters, this pressure does not sufficiently explain why most
women adhere to the tradition. If most women felt in some way oppressed by
this aspect of culture-after all, they too were once initiates-why not then
rise up individually or collectively and put an end to it? When the urgency is
somewhat mitigated by distance and systematic disapproval of host countries,
what are the reasons for continuation? As has been observed elsewhere in this
volume, the reluctance of women to disengage from female "circumcision"
could well be a result of gauging what other women will do-that is, some
women may not actually support the continuation of the practice, but they do
not want their daughters to be the odd ones out.
Kono women living in the diaspora explain that they want their daughters
to enjoy the same legal rights as other women, and even more, they want
them to "fit" into Kono society and be respected among their peers and the
entire community of women. My own personal experience, which is hardly
unusual, is a case in point. I am often reminded by Kono relations that had I
not undergone initiation, I would not be able to be involved in meetings concerning "women's business," that I would not be able even to speak as a
"woman" or on behalf of any women. Moreover, no initiated Kono woman
would dare to talk to me about Bundu. In short, I would be ridiculed and maligned as an arrogantpuu moe 17 or worse, an "uncircumcised woman," the ultimate insult against a woman. At the same time, these women do not necessarily believe that their Western-born or -bred daughters will care to be
integrated in or accepted by Kono society. In fact, some admit that their
daughters, if left to themselves, have no intention of visiting Kono or even
Africa for that matter (given the negative image of war and poverty), let alone
of marrying Kono men.
Societal coercion and pressure to conform, however, do not explain the
eagerness and excitement felt by vast numbers of participants (residents in
Kono as well as outside) in initiation ceremonies, including mothers of initiates, even if these same mothers also experience anxiety over the safety of
their daughters. It is difficult for me....--considering the number of these ceremonies I have observed, including my own-to accept that what appear to be
expressions of joy and ecstatic celebrations of womanhood in actuality disguise hidden experiences of coercion and subjugation. Instead, I offer that
most Kono women who uphold these rituals do so because they want tothey relish the supernatural powers of their ritual leaders over against men in
society, and they embrace the legitimacy of female authority and. particularly.
the authority of their mothers and grandmothers. Also, they maintain their
cultural superiority over uninitiated/uncircumcised women.
There are numerous examples of how modernity and tradition coexist
and intermingle, how initiation and "circumcision" can remain meaningful
for individuals despite rapid changes in education, modernization. migration,
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war, and ~o on. Kono women engaged in altercation as far away as London
and Washmgton, D.C., o:ten challenge each other's womanhood-that is, the
brazenness. th~t undergomg the knife is supposed to produce and that reinfo~ces the ~tgmficance ~f excision as a symbol of strength and power. One fema.le relatwn, who clatmed to be against excision, was quick to disparage
Krw's women a~ "uncircumcised" and "dirty" and also insisted that despite
her curre.n~ ambtvalence, she will have her daughter "join" Bundu. In this
case, excisiOn was asserted as a symbol of cultural difference and superiority
Also, I have accompanied several female relations in delivery rooms and
watched as. the ,~atter are cajoled by other female relatives to biah-a Krio
word meanmg to endure and overcome the pain." The woman in labor is
made to recall that she is a "woman," after all, a Sandeene.'9

Initiation, Change, and the Impact of War

Neith~~ rr.'ode~i.t~, ~lobal eradication campaigns, nor high-tech warfare has
delegtttmtzed JOJtJatwn and "circumcision" among the sub;ects of thi tud
J
s s y.
R th . ·r . h be
a ~r, Im tatwn .as en changing according to exigencies of the day. The
duratwn of secluswn has been drastically reduced and in some
th
· "
·
.
•
rare cases,
ere IS cuttmg Without ritual" (see Chapter 12 of this volume). Gone are the
days whe~ ~oung girls spent many months and Kono boys several years in the
bush: recet.vmg cultural and religious instructions and practical training in domestic dutte~ as well as in artistic performance, particularly song and dance.
In mode.rn times children have greater access to secular education and so
~oung gtrls enter the "bush" (sometimes the house of an older fem~e relatw~) for not more than one month, sometimes just a couple of weeks, until
thetr wounds are healed enough for their return to school Alth
h th
.
. .
.
oug
ere was
~revw~sly a limited amount of "cutting without ritual," notably among Christian J?io ,;v.omen who decided to marry Kono men and preferred to be "circ~mctsed tn hospitals, today, I am told, "circumcisions" are performed on
gtrls when the~ are as young as toddlers, in the fear that these children may fore.ver forgo thetr. Ko~o identities, either because of intensification and aggresSiveness o~ eradicatiOn campa~gns or because they may wind up as refugees in
other, poss_tbly Western countries as a result of dislocations caused by war.2o
Back m. K?no, other institutions co-opt and exploit the powerful symbols
?f secre~ SOCI~~~~s for ~ore destructive goals than "circumcision." The horrifymg .reality of ntu~l Without cutting" in war-tom Kono differs radically in intentw~ and effect from the eradication strategy employing that concept in the
Gambia \see Chapter ~2). ~oung Kono women (and men, often young boys)
~ngaged. ~~.bush fightmg, either on the side of junta/rebels or of local traditiOn~! militia (kamajohs), must undergo new-age initiations and come under
~he mfluen~e of powerful "modem medicine" (i.e., crack cocaine) fashionable
m West Afncan warfare today. Reports from child soldiers suggest that the ear-
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lier versions of (particularly male) initiation rituals that emphasized killing, in
hunting and war, and all kinds of unimaginable physical and psychological ordeals, are now primary methods used by rebel leaders in recruiting and converting young fighters, both male and female. "Circumcision" in these war
campaigns would be irrelevant, if not redundant: virtually all recruits will have
already gone through the "bush," but other initiation symbols are amplified,
distorted, and abused for the purposes of warfare. Despite the grisliness of
such facts, they reinforce the historical and religious legitimacy of initiation on
a psychic level for individual women (and men) and demonstrate how these
ancient rituals, originally conceived of for one purpose, may still be relevant
today, even to justify additional, more nefarious ends.

The "Debate": Physical, Sexual,
and Psychological Effects
Anthropologists have not been the only ones interested in initiation and female genital cutting. In the 1980s, and 1990s many others-feminists, politicians, international aid organizations, and the international medical community within and without Africa-have produced a plethora of literature and
convened conferences and the like on the subject of the effects of various
forms of genital cutting on women's bodies, sexuality, and psychological
well-being. My intention in this section is to interrogate some of the major assumptions in prevailing international discourses on female "circumcision" in
light of my own experiences and the data collected from other Kono women.
primarily but not limited to immigrants residing in the United States.
First, as regards the health implications of excision, several short- and
long-term risks have been associated with the practice (see Chapter 1 of this
volume). I have personally interviewed several male and female Sierra
Leonean gynecologists who profess that although they regard excision as
"medically unnecessary," the practice does not pose any significant adverse
long-term effects to women, and that, moreover, traditional circumcisers are
on the whole "very well trained" and are "experts" at what they do. None had
personally treated women with long-term problems related to excision. but all
stated that they had come across "reports" of horror cases.
The doctors I have spoken to, irrespective of their position on the legitimacy of the practice, agree that short-term risks can be significantly reduced,
if not altogether eliminated, through the use of antiseptic instruments. anesthetics to reduce pain, and skilled traditional officials. Also, it must be noted
that most Kono women I have spoken to maintain that excision has existed in
their society for hundreds of years, and the practice has neither adversely affected their fertility nor given their womenfolk the types of gynecological or
obstetrical problems that have been associated with the operation in recent
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years. Thus, if some medical practitioners are saying that safe excisions are
possible under the right conditions and if many Kono women do not attribute
gynecologicaVobstetrical problems to their operations and choose to continue
to uphold their tradition, a genuine case for limited medicalization can be
made. As has been noted in Chapter 6, such steps may reduce the immediate
risks of the operation for young girls, until such a time that women are collectively convinced to give up the practice.
Second, my research and experience contradict received knowledge regarding the supposedly negative impact of removing the clitoris on women's
sexuality. Much of this taken-for-granted information may come from popular misconceptions about the biological significance of the clitoris as the
source of female orgasms. It is probable that such myths evolved as a result of
the heightened focus on the female clitoris during the 1960s sexual revolution
and subsequent discourses regarding women's sexual autonomy (Henrietta
Moore, personal communication). The clitoris has come to be seen in Western
societies as not only the paramount organ responsible for women's sexual
pleasure but has also been elevated as the symbol of women's sexual independence because the latter suited women's objectives in asserting their sexual
agency and rejecting previous constraining notions of their roles as wives and
mothers.
However, the presumptions that inform Kono women's values regarding
female sexuality, as in other aspects of sociocultural life. emphasize sexual
interdependence and complep1entarity, principles that are profoundly heterosexual. Western women's notions of the importance of the clitoris to female
sexual autonomy can be contrasted with Bundu officials' stress on vaginal
stimulation, which implies male penetration, and this emphasis glaringly suggests heterosexual intercourse, which is considered the socially ideal form of
sexual relations because it leads to reproduction. My informants consider
vaginal orgasm as independent of the clitoris but still fundamental to a
woman's sexuality. Perhaps because women believe that the "internal" vagina
is the appropriate locus of women's sexual pleasure, they profess that the clitoris is redundant and leads to excessive "sexiness." Also, because the clitoris
is associated with androgyny and "nature," its presence signifies lack of selfcontrol or self-discipline, which are attributes of "culture." Bundu officials insist that the clitoris is "no good" and that it leads to uncontrolled masturbation
in girls and sexual insatiability in adult women. It is believed to be a purely
superfluous erotic organ, unlike a "proper" adult penis, its sex-corollary,
which at least has reproductive functions. It is thus understandable, even if
one does not agree, how some Kono women can claim that although excision
curbs a woman's desire for sex, the operation itself does not reduce her enjoyment of sexual pleasure. 21
As pointed out in Chapter 1, there can be no way to "objectively" test the
evidence regarding the impact of excision on women's sexuality because it is

subjective and individually variable. Notwithstanding, an interesting finding
in The Hite Report is that the external clitoris constitutes a small fraction of
the total nerve endings that produce sensations for the entire appendage (see
also Chapter 1). This suggests that excision does not damage most of the clitoral nerve endings because they are beneath the vaginal surface. Thus, paradoxically, even according to "objective" biological science, it is possible for a
woman's sensitivity to remain for the most part undiminished after excision.
This would probably explain how it is that many women who had sexual experiences prior to excision, the author included, perceive either no difference
or increased sexual satisfaction following their operation. In any case, most
contemporary, urban-educated as well as rural Kono women are just as interested in their sexuality as are their counterparts in Western countries, and they
do not perceive excision as inhibiting them in any way. It is also worth noting.
especially since it is usually omitted, that significant numbers of Western
women, despite having their clitorises intact, experience their own difficulties
in achieving any kind of orgasm, clitoral or vaginal.
Finally, with regard to the psychological well-being of young girls and
women who have undergone initiation and excision, more research is needed
before any credible generalizations can be made. A small but growing number
of African female activists against various forms of "circumcision" have detailed the pain and trauma they underwent and the lasting impact such negative experiences have had on their lives. and they campaign against what they
rightfully believe to be an affront to their human rights and womanhood. I
have spoken to a few young Kono women who are adamantly opposed to initiation because of their experiences of pain, abuse, and maltreatment by female elders in the "bush." However, most women I have interviewed fervently support the practice, and my observations in the field confirm that
most girls not only continue to look forward to their initiation but, further,
demonstrate their ongoing support for the practice by actively participating in
later ceremonies involving younger female friends and relations.

Conclusion
The question is often put to me: "How can a Western-bred and -educated
Mrican woman support a practice that degrades women and deprives them of
their humanity?" Notwithstanding the ethnocentrism in this remark and the
fact that I prefer to consider myself "neutral" in terms of the continuation of
the practice, I am aware of many educated, professional, "circumcised"
African women gracefully negotiating their way through culturally distinct
settings. There are those, the author included, who refuse to privilege one presumably objective, scientific model of personhood over supposedly "misguided'' local interpretations but rather seek to juggle "modem" and "tradi-
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tiona!" identities according to the appropriate cultural context. Educated, "circumcised" African women, like most people of multicultural heritage, maneuver multiple identities depending on the specific circumstances in which
they find themselves. Personally, I do not see any conflict or contradiction in
being educated and being "circumcised" because the contexts which require
each of these cultural idiosyncrasies are separate and distinct.
For me, the negative aspect of excision was that it was a physically excruciating experience, for which, given my relatively cushioned Western upbringing, I was neither emotionally nor psychologically prepared. This is in
contrast to most of the prepubescent Kono girls with whom I was "joined." As
with the young Mandinka girls in the Gambia among whom I am currently
conducting fieldwork, they "took" excision "bonically" (a Krio term used to
describe sheer human strength, strength of the flesh) and in a few hours were
up, laughing and playing.22 After one or two days, they were jumping up and
down dancing the "bird dance" to the rhythm of makeshift drums in preparation for their big "coming out" dance. To impose on my research what was
my own experience of "pain" would be a gross distortion of the experiences
of most of the other novices and thus a certain disservice to anthropological
knowledge in general.
The positive aspects have been much more profound. Initiation was the
"acting out" and celebration of women's preeminent roles in history and society. Although I could not at the time put together all the pieces, I felt I was
participating in a fear-inspiring world, controlled and dominated by women,
which nonetheless fascinated me because I was becoming a part of it. In the
years since, I have managed to make sense of much of the ritual symbolism
and "acting-out," enough to understand that women claim sole credit for
everything from procreation to the creation of culture, society, and its institutions, and, most important, they maintain a "myth of male dominance" so that
their fundamental prerogatives are not threatened by increasing masculinization of religion, culture, and society in Africa (see Amadiume 1987).
One such prerogative is the virtual deification of mothers among the
Kono (and most African societies, for that matter). Consequently, one of the
greatest abominations of any African male or female, high or low, is the curse
of his or her mother. This is not only symbolically important for women, but
it gives them "real" power in inter- and intradomestic lineage and immediate
family relations, by virtue of the moral privilege women have over sons and
daughters. This could also explain the findings of Heidi Skramstad ( 1990: 17)
and Ylva Hemlund in Chapter 12 indicating that Gambian Mandinka women
continue "circumcision" first and foremost out of respect for their mothers
and grandmothers. Even for the few Kono women who have second thoughts
about "joining" their own daughters, the idea of eradication never comes up.
It is not so much that an unexcised woman is unfathomable to them, but the
public defiance and condemnation that abolition campaigns require would

constitute a most unfathomable "insult" against their mothers and grandmothers.
Another feature of excision is the way in which the scar itself symbolizes women's sameness or common female identity. In effect, the operation
rite is what defines and, thus, essentializes womanhood. Unlike in Western
society, there is no confusion or fruitless intellectualizing about the definition
of "woman." Among the Kono, a woman is a woman by virtue of the fact that
she has been initiated and nothing else. But initiation also creates a hierarchical ordering of women in society. At the apex is, of course, the Soko , the
mother of the community, then an individual's mother, after which is her
mother-in-law, and then all other older women in the community. A woman's
equals are her age-mates, those with whom she was initiated and those falling
within the same age group. Thus, sameness is not always tantamount to
equality, and neither does it imply strict conformity to dominant values of
womanhood, such as motherhood. For example, my grandmother often nags
me about not yet having children and about the importance of motherhood to
a woman, but for her, as for the entire community, it was my initiation that
"made" me into a "woman.'m Perhaps these ideas explain how some "circumcised" African women can be educated and Westernized and yet not view
the practice as an affront to their womanhood. In short, initiation/excision has
the positive value of creating sameness among all women and maintaining
equality within age-groups as well as a general hierarchy of female authority
in society.
Other advantages of initiation include beliefs about women's esoteric
knowledge and their monopoly over powerful "medicines." Although excision cannot be said to be a marker of ethnicity today (most ethnic groups in
Sierra Leone practice excision), what does distinguish Kono Bundu from
those of other groups are the "medicines" that are used. According to a highranking Bundu official, even more important than excision itself is the
women's "medicine" used in the ritual. The more powerful a sodality's "medicine" is reputed to be, the more feared and thus influential are the women
leaders of such a group. Kono women often assert the power of their own
"medicine" and claim that this is how they dominate their men and "keep
them home." Also, it is believed that the "medicine" that is used for the
novices during initiation will protect them against all sorts of witchcraft and
other malevolent supernatural practices, which may be aimed at them
throughout their lives.
My final and more subjective point is my shared view of the aesthetics of
excision and (male) circumcision. I propose that the basis of Kono appreciation of male/female genital modifications is compatibility and harmony with
basic principles of complementarity and interdependence. These ideals underpin cosmological beliefs regarding sex and gender difference and are manifested in the dual-sex organization of culture and society. As long as there are
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deeply i~plante~ mental associations of the clitoris with masculinity, then the
former will contmue to be regarded as dirty, abnormal, unclean, and harmful
~Y a culture that sees "male" and "female" as fundamentally separate and distmct moral categories.

To Cut or Not to Cut?
The Future of Excision

Altho~.gh .loc:.tio~ and identity may establish who is an "outsider" as opposed
to an ms1der with respect to studies on FGC, these factors do not automatically determine the p~sition of any writer regarding abolition. For example,
not a few anthropologists-who are by discipline Western scholars and often
by nationality "outside~s"-h.ave been bitterly criticized for their attempts to
~ep~esent the c~ltural v1ewpomts and values of their informants. Conversely,
md1genous Afncan female activists or "insiders" fighting against FGM often
promulgate the same messages contained in global discourses that link the
pract.ic~ to women 's social, sexual, and psychological oppression. What is
certam Is that the future of FGC will depend on the extent to which "insiders"
themselves ar.e conv~nced of the purported negative effects of the practice.
. The med1cal ev1dence as well as the speculations regarding adverse effects on women's sexuality do not tally with the experiences of most Kono
women. It is the immediate physical pain and risk of infection that concern
most mothers, and both of these hazards can be reduced, if not eliminated
t?-rough medicalization, education, and general modernization of the opera~
twn. A compelling point has been made, however, that all the eradication
mechanisms, such as policies of international organizations and local nongov~mmental organizations devoted to changing people's attitudes and beha:wrs , have already been set inplace and that most likely there can be no
gomg back (see Chapter I of this volume). But the virtually universal resistance to change after s~ve.ral decades of international and internationally
spon~ored .local campa1gnmg, conferencing, and legislating suggests that
what IS senousl~ n~eded is a rethinking of previous eradication strategies and
a deeper apprecwtwn of the historical and cultural relevance of this ancient
practice and its. symbolically dynamic and fluid links to women's changing
sources and notwns of power.
In my opinion, if eradication has become an irreversible "international"
political co~pulsion, then the idea of "ritual without cutting" (see Chapters 1
a~d 12 of th.Is volume) seems to be a reasonable middle ground. The rituaiWith~ut-cuttmg model positively values many cultural aspects and beliefs underlymg female genital operations and initiation while attempting to eliminate .the actual physical cutting. Perhaps what is needed to replace the
phys1cal act of cutting is an equally dynamic symbolic performance that will
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retain the same fluidity in associated meanings--eschewal of masculin~ty.
womanhood fertility, equality, hierarchy, motherhood, and sexual res~r~mt.
However fo~ rural Kono women in particular, the "cutting" and "med1cme"
are all-i~portant. Also, as I discussed earlier. "ritual without cutting" can be
very dangerous when taken out of context, such as in the recruitment and
"training" of child rebels in Kono.
. .
I continue to support, however. the goal of medicalizing and ~o~e~IZing
initiation and "circumcision"-not necessarily in a full sense of ms~~tutw~al
izing female "circumcision" or transferring the pract1c~ from the bush to
hospitals, as in male circumcisions today, because th1s would reduce the
power and authority of female ritual leaders and female eld~rs ~ut rather b.y
making available basic, modem hygienic equipment and med.1catwns to t~adl
tional officials to use during rituals. I support change that will promote s~fe,
sanitary environments, so that initiates are given adequat~, .modem ~ed1cal
assistance to reduce pain and the risk of infection. The pos.ltJO~ that this only
legitimizes the practice is dangerously arrogant: the practice IS already. s.een
as legitimate by its proponents, who have themselves un~ergone exc1s1on.
and denying-them the benefits of medicalization only. co~tmues to endanger
the health and lives of innocent young girls. Modem1zat1on should also ~~:
elude impartial, neutral education within .~rim~ a~d secondary sch~l~l~ .
Such education should detail both the positiVe htstoncal and cultural s1"'mfice Of initiation/"circumcision" as well as its possible negative health efd
can
. f
fects. The emphasis should be on preparing young girls to make m orme
choices about their futures and the futures of their own female children .
.
What direction individual women take should be left to them and thetr
immediate family members. Just as much as diehard "traditional.ists" must relinquish their insistence that uncircumcised women are not soCI~ll~ and. cultu ra 11y "women" and therefore must be denied legal rights and d1gmty
·
h wtthm
,
society, hard-line efforts by abolitionists to coerce women t~ ~eJect t .~. p.ractice and to stigmatize those who uphold their ancestral traditions as lihterate ' " "backward"
, and against "women's rights" and "progress"
. are unacceptable. In this "debate," the majority of "circumci sed" Afncan women a~e
unfortunately caught between a rock and a hard place, as the adage ~.oes: ei ther break traditional customary laws and face the consequences of ~ot belonging" or ignore increasing efforts to ban the ~ractice a~d face ~oss1ble leal penalties instigated by eradicators at the natiOnal and mtematwnal level.
ioday, it seems that the pressure on "circumc_Ised"
or not, is to choose between these two extremist pos1t1ons- to be e1ther anticulture" or "antiprogress."
.
. .
Change may indeed be occurring graduall~, b.ut I do not believe this ~ s
necessarily a direct result of anti-FGM campa1gmng. In my grandmo~he.r s
days, excision was a universal rite of pa.ssage. ~o: my edu~at~~· Chnst1an
mother who has spent over thirty years m the Umted States. tmtwtmg her
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~~rican wome~, edu,~ate.d
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daughters was a matter of judgment, an expedient choice to enable us to navigate easily between worlds. My generation is faced with a dramatically different and greater complexity of issues and other priorities (i.e. , the complete destruction of Kono through civil war), and as a result, initiation and excision
can hardly be said to be the most pressing preoccupation of young, contemporary Kono women. In the event that I ever have a daughter, I would like her to
be well-informed about the sociocultural and historical significance of the operation as well as its purported medical risks so that she can make up her own
mind, as I had the opportunity to do. Regarding female initiation and "circumcision" in Africa, John Mbiti has noted: "If they are to die out, they will
die a long and painful death" (Mbiti 1990: 129). However, through more culturally sensitive and appropriate "education" as well as limited medicalization strategies, the "death" of female "circumcision" could be more gradual,
more natural, and a lot less painful for millions of future African women and
girls.

Notes
I am indebted to so many people for their varied contributions to my academic and intellectual pursuits, more than I have space to mention. I would like to thank my supervisors at the London School of Economics, namely, Henrietta Moore as well as Deborah James and former supervisor Martha Mundy for their continued enthusiasm and
encouragement of my research. Also, I would like to recognize the people of Kono,
who are now mainly displaced refugees, for providing me with intimate, cherished details of their history. lives, and thoughts as well as the comfort of their homes in Sierra
Leone and abroad. My sincerest love and gratitude to my aunty and role model, the
Honorable Sia Foday-Ngongou, deputy minister, and her husband, my late uncle, the
Honorable Dr. Tamba Foday-Ngongou, as well as Augusta Saidu, for their time and invaluable research assistance. My appreciation to the editors of this volume, Ylva
Hem lund and Bettina Shell-Duncan, for their instructive comments and wholehearted
encouragement. I would like to recognize Gambia College, particularly Dr. Bojang.
Alhaji Bah, and Malik Bah for their practical and resource support throughout the
completion of this chapter. Thanks to my special "daughter" Sia Kabba and "sister"
Abie Tarawally for putting up with me "in the field ." Above all, my deepest gratitude
to those Kono women who continue to inspire me to this day: my grandmother,
Gbessay Lebbie-Kokotowa, and my mothers Janet Ahmadu, Jenneh Borbor, Alice Jallow, and Manie Bah.
I. See Strathern ( 1987) for an important critique of this assumption based on her
work among the Hagen of Papau New Guinea. Another poignant critique of Western
assumptions and models of sex and the acquisition of gender identity is offered by
Atkinson and Errington (1990).
2. "Rare'' in terms of the types of procedures undergone by the total number of
African women from cultures that uphold some form of female genital cutting
throughout the continent.
3. I will use the terms female "circumcision" and female genital cutting in a general sense to mean genital operations that, although rooted in cultural, historical , and
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religious traditions, have no "medical" or "clinical" ba~is. The term "excision" will be
used to describe the specific procedure undergone by Kono women.
4. This term is used by Amadiume (1997) to refer to the mother-focused structural/ideological basis of most traditional African societies.
5. I use the terms " secret societies" and "secret sodalities" interchangeably.
6. Most scholars and observers agree that the Kono (and Vai of southern Liberia)
are ethnically a Mandinka subgroup who now consider themselves a~ a distinct cultural/linguistic group since their migration and settlement in their current geographic
location.
7. The bulk of the research on which this chapter is based was collected prior to
and during the gradual destruction of this area of Sierra Leone due to protracted rebel
fighting. As of January 1999, Kono, a region rich in diamonds, has been completely
overrun by rebels who are using the area to mine minerals. which are then used to finance the weapons and mercenaries needed for their war against the government.
Kono people are currently living as displaced persons within those areas of Sierra
Leone not under rebel control and as refugees in neighboring countries and in the
West.
8. The women's secret society among the Kono is known as Bundu. However.
among the Mende and other neighboring groups, they are called Sande. I use the term
"Bundu" specifically in reference to the Kono and the term "Sande" when referring
generally to secret societies in the region or to specific ethnic groups studied by authors whose work I cite.
9. See, for example, Ottenberg (1994b). Among the Mende. female chiefs are often the norm, and they are usually leaders of Sande (MacCormack 1972. 1979). These
women can also be initiated into Poro and buried as " men" in the Poro bush (interview
with male Poro informant).
10. See Kopytoff and Miers (1977) for an illuminating discussion of the concept
of "belonging" in African lineages.
11. This term is used to signify variously becoming a member of Bundu, the initiation process itself, or the act of "circumcision," or any combination of the three.
12. Among the Kono, the soko is both head of Bundu and also the traditional circumciser.
13. In Greek, this term means "from the earth itself."
14. Forthe purposes of this study, my focus is primarily on the symbolic meaning
of excision. bearing in mind that male circumcision is viewed as a necessary. complementary force.
15. An interesting parallel was recently provided in a statement by a Mandinka
schoolgirl in the Gambia. where I am currently conducting research. She argued that
there could never be any legal ban against female "circumcision" in the Gambia because all the male politicians are afraid of the powers of the ngansingba (traditional
circumciser), who can strike at the seat of government in the capital of Banjul even
from circumcision camps in the hinterland.
16. It is the patrilineal institution ifa den mne). made up of male and female
members, which is regarded with such formal respect. Women have more relaxed relations with male and female members of their bain den moe, or maternal line. Thus.
men are not automatically regarded as superior to women, if such a comparison can
even be made. Status asymmetry depends on kinship/affine roles. A woman is subservient to her husband and his family, her children's fa den moe, but is on a par with
her brother and her uncle. mother's brother, and other male members of her children's
bain den moe. A woman's husband can also. of course. be another woman·s brother or
uncle, and status differentials will vary accordingly.
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17. Literally, this means "white person."
18. Term used for the descendants of freed slaves who live in and around Freetown and account for less than 2 percent of the population. Although they have their
own versions of 'secret societies," they do not practice initiation and "circumcision··
of girls. Boys, however, are routinely circumcised in hospitals.
19. Sandeene is the name (a term of endearment) used for initiates. It comes from
the words Sande and deene (meaning child).
20. Western aid workers report that mass initiations are taking place in refugee
camps, presumably with little or no ritual.
21. This is true also of many of the Mandinka women in my current study.
22. Female participants in my initiation used this expression to distinguish modem bourgeois rituals, equipped with anesthetic and the like to numb pain, from common, traditional rites with no medications. When stoicism is displayed by initiates in
the latter case, the rite is said to have been endured "bonically."
23. Like many older Kono women, she does not see my not having a husband as
particularly relevant to motherhood.
24. For example, a pilot program at Gambia College, sponsored by the UN Children's Fund, trains primary school teachers in their cultural studies curricula to instruct students about the cultural and health dimensions in a "neutral" manner.
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